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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
The invention comprises a plurality of intergongected 

panelelementseach havinga plurality of generally ?at bi 
Stable display members arranged thereon.in.a Series of 
rows and coiumns,Aplurality of magneticaly operated 
signal-controlled fuid jets is positioned adjacent to the 
panelandso located asto be capable.of moving Selected 
6nes ofthe bi-stable display members betweenthetwo bi 
stable positionsfor display.The panels with the messages 
formed thereon in such fashion are then Successivey 
movedthrougha displayregionforviewing, 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 
In manyinstancesin the past,eforts have been made 

to provide display panels,particularly.for displaying 
changingnews items,stock quotations and prices orother 
pictoriafinformation,where the displayis capable of be 
ingprogressively changed.It has been the practicet9 have 
the initialyproduced message moved through aYiewing 
area withina prescribed viewing time period While new 
messagesare continualy brought within the field of VieW 
andother messages(orparts of meSSages) are disappear 
ing Various proposals for such controls have been ?ade… 
Inchuded among previous Suggestions are fiashing ights 
arranged to move in a Selected path. In other operations, 
display discs have also been used with the discs being 
arrangedingenerallypanelformation and Supported to be 
turned from one to another of Selected display positions 
either bya mechanical control or by a direct mechanical 
engagement between a part of each disc and.a Suitable 
signal-controled disc-turning component. Devices of the 
foregoing types have filled Some commercial needs but, 
usualy,are not generally satisfactory. They often are 
slow in their operation,at times not completely accurate 
and theyfrequently require more controlparts and oper 
ate at lesser Speeds than are practicaly adaptable to cer 
taintypes of meSSage display. 

In the presentation and display of Stock quotations,in 
accordance with the transactions carried on at leading eX 
changes,it has been customary to provide high Speed op 
erating transmission ofinformation concerning trades So 
that the quotations at which stocks are Sold and bought 
can be brought promptly to the attention of the public. 
Mechanically controlled devices usually are incapable of 
operatingat the rate required to adapt themselvesto Such 
high speed transmission.Therefore,recourse has been had 
generalyto a high speed device forprinting directly upon 
a tape from which the message is projected for viewing. 
While such forms of display units operate at relatively 
high speeds to portray the information,they nevertheleSS 
usually function at a Slower rate than most Systems are 
capable of tranSmitting the Signalling controls to operate 
the unitS. Further,the SyStem herein disclosed makes it 
unnecessary to transfer messages. It thus avoids the need 
of maintaining stocks of tape and of unreeling tape from 
a supply roll,The System provides an end resultlike most 
mechanical Schemes and,in addition,provides a message 
thatis always sharp and normaly large enough to make 
SubSequent projection unnecessary. AlSo,frequent ink 
ing of the printing rolls becomes unnecessary since the 
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2 
message always appearsin a preselected form. The end 
resultisthatthisinvention provides agenerally foolproof 
high speed system with resulting operational eficiency. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 
By the invention,a plurality of panels each havinga 

selected number of bi-stable display members,USualy in 
the form of discs(by which term they are frequently 
identified herein)arranged in rows and columnS,are pro 
vided Each bi-stable display member preferably has One 
side formed from a substantialy dark or black non-re 
fiecting material or covered with a coating of Such char 
acter. The opposite Side isgenerally bright and is usualy 
provided with a coating of a Suitable paint,lumineScent 
or fiuorescent material or other Substances which,when 
exposed to viewing by lookers,will appear very bright 
relative to the dark face of the member and will provide 
the desired result. The essential factoris that there Shall 
be a Substantial contrast between the two Surfaces ofeach 
display member So that,if the display is to have the in 
formation appear as a bright outline against a dark field, 
the control Signals,illustratively,will Selectively turn the 
bi-stable members so that the bright or luminescent Side 
shal be exposed for viewing,If,on the other hand,it is 
desired to have a dark meSSage on a bright field,then the 
opposite conditions wil occur. 
The panels are adapted to be maintained adjacent to 

each other and heldin interconnected fashion on an end 
less belt or conveyor which,when driven,movesthe Sepa 
rate panels within the field of view of observers. Follow 
ing production,and for observation,the stored messages 
are retained on the panel during the period of viewing, 
The panels are then Sequentialy removed from the field 
of view,following which the panel discs are moved so 
thatalloccupya like relative position. 

In the firstinstance,certain ofthe panel discsareturned 
under Signal control conditions to contrasting positions 
to portray the intelligence. When So turned,the panels 
and discs are carried throughthe viewingarea. Folowing 
display,the complete system is returned to aninitial con 
dition where al display members are in precisely like 
arrangement. 
The control of motion of the display member,accord 

ingto the invention,is provided through a series of fuid 
jets positionedin columnar relationship for directingfuid 
which,in most instances,may be air underrelatively low 
preSSure,toward the bi-Stable elements at suficient force 
and precision of control Selectively to turnitto one orthe 
other of the bi-stable positions,as required. The control 
jets are arranged to protrude from a fuid pressure cham 
ber. With a multiplicity ofjets directed outwardly from 
the Single chamber,andeachin such relative arrangement 
to the other as to correspond illustratively to a display 
member position on the panels,a control may be estab 
lished whereby the fuidjets are normaly closed but are 
Selectively opened by a signal-controlled armature adapt 
ed to reSpond to activation of a magnetic circuit So ar 
ranged,the magnetic circuits control the opening ofeach 
jet in the column at a Speed Suficiently high thatadjacent 
diferent columns of display members are selectively con 
troled as the panels are transported along an endless 
path to move the display members before the jets. 
The controlis preferably by columnso thatletters,fig 

ures,WritingS,characters or other pictorial information, 
when displayed,shall appear as if being built up. The 
rapidity with which the display can be created is usualy 
asgreat as the Speedat which the message to be displayed 
can be received and observed. Folowing the creation of 
the desiredinformation for viewing by an arrangement of 
turned discs,the entire panelis moved through a viewing 
area for observation,The panels preferably move from 
rightto left as the meSSage is developing So that thereis 
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an appearance as if the message is being Written as dis 
played. ? 
The invention,asso controled,findsparticularapplica 

tion in the display of stock price quotations where,as a 
general practice,the letteridentifications of Stocks appear 
along the upper edge of the tape or display and the price 
at which the transaction is completed is generally on 
the lowerportion of the display or tape. The present in 
Vention takes care of providing this information So ar 
ranged in providing a fluid preSSure chamber with fuid 
jet elements of a number corresponding to the *umber 
of display members in each panel column with the jets 
also being arranged in columnar form and So coordinated 
and controlable relative to each other that a choice be 
tween diferent openings and closings ofjets can provide 
for displaying either letters or numerals in accordance 
with the receipt of control Signals, 
Various ways for controling the magnetic circuits for 

triggering the vaive operation may be utilized. Generally 
Speaking,the control circuitry is of the type by which 
binary Signal information,when received,can be co 
ordinated to the projection of particularcharactersin the 
way of letters,figures or the like for Such display,As an 
example of the control of such message production, 
various forms of matrix devices may be utilized for stor 
ing received message information priorto the display and 
various other forms of circuitry may be utilized to con 
trol the distribution of the stored energy. 
The Signaling information to provide the control is 

normally coded to represent diferent selected characters 
including Various letters and figures,orotherintelligence. 
Normaly,in order to provide the wide Selection of char 
acters,a 6-bit binary code is adopted. This will permit 
the reproduction of64 completely diferent charactersfor 
display. Energy storage in the matrix is usualy under 
control of Suitable shift register circuit components so 
that the received binaryinformation maybe transformed 
to controling pulses which can be used to select the con 
trol operation and valve triggering necessary to coordi 
nate the display with the transimtted instructions. The 
Particular controlfeaturesforachievingthistype of oper 
ation are not,per se,a part of this invention but are 
mentioned at this pointin orderto relate the operation 
complete control and display system. 
A form of matrix device particularly adapted to the 

Control of display members here Set forth has been in 
cluded in the description and claims of application for 
Letters Patent for this inventionentitled"Matrix Storage 
Systen"fied concurrently bythis inventorwith thisap 
plication and identified as Ser No,601.071. Circuitry 
Particulariyadapted for providingthe controlsignalsfor 
energizing the matrix is ikewise disclosedina concur 
rentlyfled application for Letters Patent of thisinventor 
filed as Ser. No.600901 entitled"Signal Circuit" 

SOME OBJECTTVESTO BE ACHIEVED 
Among the objects of this invention arethose of DrO 

Viding apparatus for making a more positive and more 
rapdily efective display of inteligence in the form of 
1etter,fgure,characterorpictorialinformation.Afurther 
objectoftheinyentionisthatofprovidingadisplay panel 
Structure gapable of achieving extremely high Operating 
Speeds,Still another objectisthat of providing a display 
Panel structure in which the maintenanceis reduced oá 
minimum and in which the display eficiency is maxi 
mum·Other objects wil,of course,become apparent and 
Wi! suggest themselves by reading the folowing de 
Scription and claims, 

THE DRAWINGS 
The accompanying drawings show generaly Schemat 

icaly the invention asitispracticed. By these drawings: 
FIG·.1 is a partly broken away View and 1argely sghematic elevationalshowingtorepresentadriveme? 

nism formovinga series ofinterconnected display panels 
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4 
within a feld of view folowing the representation of 
messages orintelligence on the panels; 
FIG,2is also a Schematic view and is likewise partly 

brokenaway lookingat the panel drive structure of FIG. 
1 generaly from the top and in a way to show the So 
caled "clearing° and "writing"positions; 
FIG,3is a Sectionalend view of the fluid-tight cham 

ber from which the controljets project and within which 
the magnetic control of thejet valve motionis established; 
FIG.4is an elevational view largely broken away but 

Showing a plurality of the magnetic controls of the type 
to control the Separate airjets in columnar array; 
FIG,5is a generally enlarged Section to show a portion 

of the bi-stable discs and to illustrate the general mount 
ingarrangementwith respectto the panelstructureperse; 
FIG,6 is a Schematic partial cross-Section and eleva 

tional view of the columnarly arranged display members 
and a Sectional edge view of the panelstructure with two 
of its Several display members shown in the diferent bi 
stable positions; 
FIG,7is a view ofa singlepanelinwhich theseparate 

display members forming one panel formation of rows 
and columns are depicted by a multiplicity ofcircles; 
FIG,8 is a reduced size view to show certain of the 

display members of two adjacent interconnected panels 
turned to Such position as to represent each of a letter 
and a character or figure;and 
FIG,9 is a Schematic showing of a modifiedarrange 

ment of the clearing station wherein unpulsed jets are 
Provided to control the initial position of the display 
elements. 

DESCRIPTION OFILLUSTRATED STRUCTURE 
Making reference to the drawingforafurther under 

Standing of the invention,a series of panels 11 is sup 
Ported in any desired fashion as by the schematicaiy 
?presented clamps 13 on anydesired form of conveyor, 
The conveyor,as Schematicaly represented by FIGS.1 
and2,is Shown as a pair ofendlesschains15 adapted to 
be Wrappedaroundapair ofsprocketmembers16and17 
arra'ged,reSpectively,at the left and right ends of a 
suitable viewing area schematicaly represented at 20 
The Sprockets 16,as wel as the sprockets 17,are each 
*ured to Shaft members 21,22 of which onemaybea 
drive element and the other a driven element. Each of 
the Shafs is arranged externaly to the viewing area as 
Schematicaly represented by FIGS.1and2in particular 
andatleastoneispoweredfromanysuitableand desired 
S9uree(not Shown). The vertical separation betweenthe 
sgr9ckets16,or the sprockets17, along the shafts 21 or 
22 is at such distance asto permita display panel of the 
general form Shown by FIGS.7and 8 to Bé Supported 
herebetweenandthus providethroughthe chaináivean 
interconnected series of panel elements,The clamps 13 
*Te seCured to the ends of each panel memberandare 
atached(as particulary noted by FIG. 2)also to the 
Conyeyorchaintopermittravelandsuitable Support,The 
99nYey9 *eed not necessarily be a chain bü?shal be 
Some Suitable form of drive eiement adequate to support 
??Banels attheirtopand bottomso thatasdiven QVé? 
Suitable sprockets or Puleys16 and 17,the pane1 mem 
bers wiladvance ilustratively in the directionshown by 
*earpws on FIGS,1.and2. Ilustratively,itis usually 
desirable that the panel movement be fro? right to left 
across the viewingarea so thatthecreated meSSage Shall 
? in the fashion one could read,namely,left to right? 

The panel members,in most instances,are formedas 
*PP9*.members having window areas 24 winèch 
9f Which a suitable dispiaymember25is Supported for 
*mentWith anapproximately180? ofrof?omThe? 
display members11are USualyin the form of discsand, 
thus,forconvenience referencétoa "disc°herein should 
be.broady interpreted as a Substantialy fat,thin, light 
Weight element of Suitable geometric Shape,Such as 
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Square,rectangular or other form. The disc is one con 
Venient Shape which particularly adapts itself to agreat 
many letter and figure formations and is thus an exam 
ple of one form much preferred. Each display disc25 
is Supported by a Supportpin27,orthe equivalent,which 
extends into the frame of the support panel 11. Each 
disc also is provided with a bearing Surface(notshown) Suficienttopermitrotationillustratively,betweenthesolid 
line position and the dot-dash line positions shown par 
ticularly by FIG.6. 

In Some instances,the disc or display member may be 
formed with a downward appendage 28 at each side ar 
ranged for mounting in the bearings 27. In other in 
Stances,the disc may have attached and Secured to one 
side a Small spindle shown illustratively at29in FIG.5. 
Where the spindle is used,it extends completely across 
one Side ofthe disc and slightly beyondthe disc periphery 
to provide for mountingin the bearings 27.The discs are 
positioned in the frame of the panel So as to form rows 
and columns as shown particularly by FIGS.7and 8. 
One Side 30 of each disc is preferably coated with a 

bright covering,such as a bright paint or other material, 
which,when exposed to direct light or,forinstance,when 
expoSed to ultra-violet light,will produce a glow or,at 
1east,be sufficiently bright readily to provide an outline 
of letters,numbers,figures or other Scenes.The other Side 
31 ofeach discis preferably dull orblackened to provide 
a Substantially non-refecting Surface area. 

Messages in the form of letters,figures or pictorial 
representations or the like are provided by turning Se 
1ected ones ofthe discelements25so thateitherthe bright 
Surface 30 will appear against a dark background or So 
that the dark covered areas may appear against a bright 
field. In the showing of FIG. 8,it may be assumed that 
the discs in the upper portion ofthe left-hand panel have 
been turned so asto form the letter M. The discs in the 
adjacent right-hand panel are turned to form the fraction 
%. It is usually customary to provide forforming the let 
ters above the numerals,although the System is in no 
sense predicated thereupon. The discs are turned in the 
fashion schematically represented by FIG,6 where fuid 
35 and 36are arrangedeither on the rearside of the belt 
or conveyor travel path or on the front side to be efec 
tive at a time just prior to that when the belt and the 
panels reach the viewingarea20. - 

In the Schematic illustration Suggested,the jets 35,at 
an assumed writing station,are supported to extend Out 
wardly from a Sealed pressurized fuid-containing cham 
ber37into whichairorotherfuidis supplied under preS 
sure and permitted to leave by way of a controled open 
ing and closing of a valve connected to each jet. Opera 
tion of the jet valve itself will be explained further in 
connection with the iHustration of FIGS. 3 and 4. Be 
tween the clearance station and the viewing area of the 
panel,additional pressurized fuid-containing chamber 
means38isprovided. Here also anumber offuid-ejecting 
jets 36 extend outwardly toward the panel and its Sup 
ported disc elements The jets 35 and 36 are each ar 
ranged close to the path of travel by each of the panel 
members and the supported disc elements 25. As the 
panels and discs are moved before the jets,a controled 
release ofair orotherfuid in the direction shown by the 
arrows is suficient to strike the outer edge ofeach disc 
25 and to move it about its Supports 27 as a pivot to 
change its position from a rest against the inner Surface 
39 or 40,as the case may be, of the panel proper to a 
position where it rests against the outer surface 40 or 
39 of the same panel,depending, of course,upon which 
side the jet was active. Illustratively,thejets 36 assumed 
to be at the clearing Station 41 are all activatedeach time 
a panel Section moves to a point adjacent to the clearing 7 
station. With the panels continuously moving on the belt 
path and movingso that one column of discs after another 
in each row moves past the clearing Station,it can be 
appreciated that al discs 25 which are not turned previ 
ous are turned by the clearing stationjets 36 to a posi 
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tion ike that represented bythe solid outine disc shown 
as the upper disc of FIG,6.This brings al1discelements 
25 of the panel into Such position that whenthe writing 
Station is reached,jetelements at positions corresponding 
to the outine of the desired character(or the reverse 
thereof)are activated to turn selected discs of the group 
to portray the desired inteligence,The absence of any 
jet excitation against a particular disc leaves the discin 
that positionin whichitwasplaced atthe clearingstation. 
The disc elements,as canbe Seen clearlyfrom FIG.6are 
So held in their Supports that when mounted in the bear 
ing Surface 27 the weight of the disc is ofset from the 
Support point. Even though the discis extremely lightin 
weight nonetheless there is a turning moment measured 
by the displacement of the plane ofthe disc fromits pivot 
which is adequate to cause the disc to remain adjacent to 
the inner or outer panel wal,depending upon whichside 
the initialjet action came from.Thus,in the showing of 
FIG. 6,the upperjet35 at the left can be Seen to be di 
rectingits fluid stream against the upperedge ofthe upper 
disc25. So activated,the disc25 wil changeits position 
about the bearing surface 27 as a center to assume the 
dot-dash position shown immediately to the rightin the 
upperportion of FIG.6. Each positionis retained byrea 
son of the bi-stable arrangement already explained. If 
the disc is already in the position last named thejet acti 
vation has no efect Since the disc cannot be turned to 
any further extent. Ifit be assumed that the dark posi 
tion of each disc corresponds to that shown by the Solid 
outline of the upper disc in FIG,6,then movement ofthe 
panel past the upperjet 35 will turn all discs 25 So that 
each assumes a position precisely like the lower disc 
shown in Solid outline in this figure,At this point,the 
panel Section with its discs all turned to a like positon 
by reason of the clearingjets 36shown to the right ofthe 
panel may now be Selectively controled to be turned to 
form the outlines ofletters orfigures orthe like shown by 
FIG,8.Turningselected disc elements by controllediets 
35 may then turn the disc elements to a position Such 
that,for the illustration Shown,the Second bi-stable po 
sition is adjacent the outer wal 40 of the panel Section. 

Referring now to the showings of FIGS. 3 and 4,the 
fuid pressure chamber 42is a closed component usually 
of metal having bottom member46,side members47,end 
members 48 and a removable top member 50.These may 
be unitary members or all Suitably Secured to one an 
other. Forpurposes ofillustration,it may be assumed that 
the fiuid medium used to control movement of the panel 
discs25isair underpressure,although anyfuidis usable. 
As disclosed,illustratively,by FIG,4,the inlet air may 
be supplied from any Suitable Source(not shown)via the 
inlet tube 51 Suitably fastened by the fastener 53 to 
introduce air within the interior 57 of the storage cham 
ber54,AS can be Seen from the croSS-Sectional elevational 
view of FIG. 3,the outlet valves 45 connect into the 
chambertop in any Suitable leakprooffashion. Each valve 
protrudes through the top or cover member50 to a point 
adjacent the discs 25(See FIG. 6)and occupies,rela 
tively Speaking,a position analogousto the pressure cham 
ber37 ofFIG.6. 

Considering FIG. 4 for the moment,the figure is in 
tended to show each of the valve structures for bringing 
about a rotation of Selected ones of the discs 25,In the 
illustration shown,only two valve control positions have 
been indicated,these,illustratively,being the positions 
at the uppermost and lowermost levels on the control 
panel.The valves may al be assumed to begeneralyin 
alignment with each other and each may be assumed to 
be controled by the magnetization of a pair of control 
windings 61 and 62 which are controlled by animpressed 
input signal(not here shown or described). 

Reverting for the moment to the showing of FIG. 3, 
the elevational view may be considered to portray the 
conditions adjacent to one of the valves of the assembly, 
it being understood that all valves are mounted adjacent 
to each other and,in the example shown,one above the 
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other. The showing of FIG. 3,inits Sectional view,por 
trays the control exerted at the writing station,as con 
trasted with the Showing at the clearing station 41. At 
the clearing station 41,just prior to the position whereat 
the conveyor carryingthe panelsturnsto bring the record 
Substantially into a single common state after the mes 
Sage or intelligence has been displayed,all valves can be 
aSSumed to be operated simultaneously with a continuous 
reSet fiuid fow therefrom,as contrasted with Selective 
pulsing as shown more particularly by FIG,3. In all 
forms of control,there is contained within the housing 
42(or 41,as the case may be)a series of armature Sup 
port elements 65 which are pivoted to a pin or post 66 
at one end and extend outwardy from the postacross the 
cores ofthe windingS61 and 62. 
The outer end ofeach supportelement 65is bentinto 

generaly U-shape formation at the region 68 where it 
contacts the adjustingpin 69.The interiorportion of the 
armature Support from the curved end inward toward its 
ridge of Support is iliustrated by the armature portion 
which is carried from the Support pin or post 66 as in 
cantilever array and fastened by the fastening pin 71 
which is Secured to the postin the desired fashion,The 
windings 61 and 62 have internal cores 73 and 74 which 
are positioned directly below the magnetic armature mem 
ber 77. The fixed end of the armature 72is held by a 
1ocatingpin 76therebyto preventarmature turning,with 
the nut 76tightening the combination to the support base 
66 So as to form the armature into a generally canti 
1ever-like structure. The magnetic element 77,through 
which the magnetic pathis formed,is Secured to the upper 
Surface ofthe armature supportelement 65.The windings 
are carried in Supports 77 through which the magnetic 
path is completed. 

Adjacent to the end of the armature,a valve structure 
78 is appropriately positioned. The valve structure itself 
is generally frusto-conicalin shape. It fits into the Seat80 
of the valve 45. The valve is tightly threaded into the 
upper closing wall 50 of the Sealed chamber and the 
airtight fit between the chamber top wall and the valve 
is maintained by an appropriate gasket 81. The cover or 
top 50 of the airtight chamberis suitably fastened to the 
chamber body by means of the fasteningpins or bolts 86. 
The magnetic path through the assemblyis through the 

magnetic iron armature piece 77,the magnet iron pole 
pieces 73 and 74and then through the magnetic iron sup 
port plate 77'. Energization of the magnet windings 61 
and 62 then draws the magnet iron armature piece 77 
which is backed by the non-magnetic strip 65,down 
toward the pole pieces,At this time,the valve structure 
78is drawn awayfrom the valve seat 80.Then,air,which 
is under preSSure in the closed chamber 37,can escape 
from the nozzle opening 90 thereby to be directed out 
toward the disc nearest the particular nozzle. The valve 
seat member 78 is generaly formed of a plastic so as 
easilytoftwithinthe valve seatforvalve closure periods. 
With this construction,itis possible to obtain operationai 
speeds of considerably less than one millisecond and to 
provide substantially snap action of the armature 65 to 
open the valve,Valve closure is substantially equaly as 
fast as the U-shaped end 68 of the armature 65,after 
being preSSed close to the pin 69,provides a rapidly act 
ing compression spring member which will rapidly close 
the valve as Soon as the magnetizing efect to draw the 
armature 65 to the cores is removed. Thisis substantially 
an inertialess Spring so that there is no damping efect 
but is either a rapid opening or closing of the valve 
member. 
The top view of FIG.4 shows generaly the described 

valve control mechanism operated under the infuence of 
the magneticelements 61 and 62. Inthis respect,itwill be 
appreciated that,if desired,one airtight control chamber 
may be provided for Say,the upper ten rows ofjets in 
each panel and the lower thirteen rows of disc elements 
may be allocated to a diferent airtight chamber. Also,it 
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8 
is equally clear that a single airtight chamber may be 
used to Support all valve elements. The control of the 
particular valve in the array consisting of the assumed 
twenty-three positions from top to bottom is established 
by the incoming signal energypulses which are usually of 
binary nature. In the case of the clearing or erasing sta 
tion at position 41,all valves in the array are intended 
to operate simultaneously so that all discs are turned to 
a start or neutral position. The energization of the mag 
netic windings of the control unitat the clearance position 
causes al disc elements in each column on the panel to 
move to the assumed start position. The rate of valve 
actuation is Set to correspond to the rate at which each 
column of discs move past the control path. The valves 
will open and air from within the chamber will pass out 
through the jets at Such times to turn all discs of the 
column Simultaneously. 

Following the advance of the panel from the clearing 
position to the writing station,the current Supplied to 
the numerous magnet windings 61,62 of each valve is 
Separately controlled So that for positions where a half 
turn rotation of the disc from one bi-stable state to an 
other is not required. No energization of the magnetic 
windings 61 or 62 associated with that particular disc 
will result. At those positions whereitis necessary to ro 
tate the disc to provide the proper display,the windings 
of corresponding positions will al be simultaneously en 
ergized. The arrangement is set up to provide the Sealed 
chamber under air pressure which,for instance,may be 
Some ten to fifteen pounds above atmospheric. Jets,all 
in vertical alignment,corresponding in number to the 
number of discs in each column of the panel,are con 
nected to the fuid chamber. Where,in the assumed ex 
ample,1etters only are to be represented,the valves 90 
in the vertical array corresponding to the first ten posi 
tions only are normaly activated. Where the operation 
is returned to a state of equalization where al discs are 
similarly oriented,it is usually desirable to release all 
valves simultaneously. Thus,at the clearing station,if 
all jets are simultaneously to eject fuid under pressure, 
all discs or display members will be turned to a similar 
position. If a disc has already beenturned to the desired 
position,the energization of the jet will be inefective to 
rotate it. If a disc has not been turned,it will then be 
turned to bring all discs to a like relationship to each 
other and to the message,This leaves a disc array in 
which the rotation of other discs to Selected positions 
wil permit the pattern form to stand out as against the 
background. The standout pattern is produced by a se 
1ective control of the particular jets to be activated,it 
being borne in mind that at this point all discs may be 
assumed to be similarly oriented. 
As an example of the control,in the formation of the 

1etter M,as shown by the left panel11 in FIG.8,it can 
be assumed that prior to the panel reaching the"write" 
Station,al discs are turned to a like state,Since itis usu 
ally better to have a bright character outline on a dark 
field,this like state will mean thateach discis turned So 
that the dark face is toward the viewing direction. Then, 
to form the letter Mall of the discsin the first column in 
positions 1 through7 will beturned to provide the bright 
or high-light side facing forward. As the panel moves by 
its drive mechanism to place the discs ofits Second col 
umnin front of the writing valve structure 42,itis clear 
that at column 2,only the valve in the Second position 
from the top will open. A similar condition will occur 
when the fourth column arrives at the writing Station. 
As the third column reaches the writingstation,the third 
disc from the top is turned. The change at the fifth col 
umn for the assumed example will be to provide a repe 
tition of the conditions which occurred at the first col 
umn. Other letters will be provided by othervalve open 
ings as can be determined,forinstance,by the Showing 
of the fraction %. 
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Various ways and means for providing the signal con 

trol to energize the magnetic windings may be provided 
and arranged to become efective from the use of any 
Suitable letter and figure code which,per se,forms no 
part of the present invention. 
The valve mechanism described should be regarded as 

a fast and positive-acting component for which there are 
many uses,Such valves in Some other uses need not have 
multiplejets as here suggested but may be provided with 
but a Single jet to provide any desired form of control, 
The fluid medium to be ejected from the jet is uSually 
air or othergas but,in Some instances,asin mixing op 
erations,for example,it may be a fiuid. 

This disclosure does not include details of any Speed 
control for the panel drive. Likewise,the disclosure does 
not establish any Specific relationship between the panel 
advance speed and the rate at which thejets are operated 
to orient the display members or discs to one or the other 
of their bi-stable positions. In preferred operations,the 
rate at which the panels are moved through the viewing: 
area is coordinated with the rate at which itis desired to 
reproduce the characters on the panels for intelligence 
display. Speed controls coordinated to received Signal 
energy used to establish the particular display disc com 
ponents instantaneously controled are normally pro 
vided,As was mentioned herein,the control signals for 
establishing the message repreduction are usually binary 
coded information,A 6-bit code is now customarily 
adopted by the New York Stock Exchange and trans 
mitted.Through appropriately chosen controls,the panel 
speed may be adjusted in accordance with the rate at 
which such code messages are received. Similarly,if the 
panelspeedisadjusted to correspond to thatrate at which 
the messages are beingreceived,the rate at which the col 
umnarly arranged valves connected into the fiuid-tight 
pressure chambers can be operated,may be similarly 
controlled.The intelligence displays may be appropriately 
and readily coordinated with any desired rate of trans 
mission. 

The foregoing description dealt with jet elements 
which could be pulsed at the clearing station like thOSe 
at the writing station. Generaly Speaking,this is often 
to be preferred although it is generally a more costly 
operation than to use a continuous jet. Since there is no 
need for selectivity with respect to the clearance Station, 
itis possible to use a continuous air reSetjet arrangement 
for returningal display elements or discs to a uniform 
state.The air resetjet structure,as described by FIG,9, 
comprises inthe preferred embodiment foreach display 
member or dis 25a pair ofjet members. One of these 
jet members 95is mounted relative to each display ele 
ment of disc so thatitinitially strikes the component at 
a pointaboutone-half the disc diameter outfrom itscen 
ter on the support axis. Forillustration,such a point is 
shown on FIGS.5 and 6,illustratively,as the point 96. 
When the display elements or discs are exposed to the 
action ofthe continuousjetsofairorthelikeatthe clear 
ance station,the panels 11 are moving relative to the 
clearance station 41 as shown by the arrow in FIG,2. 
Consequently,as the very light display element or disc 
is subjected to the action of the firstjet 95(See FIG 9), 
thejettendsto turn the disc element,such as the disc 30, 
aboutits support point on ashaft such as the shaft29in 
the bearing27 until,because of the Bernouliefect,the 
disc tendsto holditself substantialyin the plane of the 
jet.Thisistosaythatthejettendsto"plane°With only 
a singlejet,it could happen that,as the disc passes be 
yond the field ofjet activity,it could fal to the Wrong 
side unless further action is taken. Consequently,to in 
sure the turning of the disc from the clearance Station 
whereit bears a position such as that shown by the Solid 
outine disc 30 rested against the Supports 39(as in 
FIG.6),asecondjet97(see FIG.9)is arranged along 
thepath oftraveland ofset by abouta half disc diameter 
from the position of thejet 95in the direction of move 
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ment. This makes it poSsible for the airissuing from the 
Second jet to pick up the leading edge of the disc and 
causeit to completeits rotation regardless ofthe speed of 
movement. The Second jet 97is so positioned vertically 
with respect to each disc that it will strike the partially 
turned discat a position between the plane of the under 
side of the disc and the Support or piyot point,This is 
suficient to cause the disc to complete its half rotation 
and,for instance,to turn from a position shown by the 
solid outline at the top portion of FIG,6to the position 
of the dot-dash line opposite. 
Thejets95and 97are positioned at the clearing Station 

1ocation. There are as many pairs of jets 95 and 97 ar 
ranged vertically as there are Separate vertically arranged 
discelements in the displaypanel,as Suggested by the out 
lets 45 of FIG,1. The clearingjets Serve to turn all dis 
play elements or discs to Similarpositions,The jets 36 of 
the writing station which the panels next pass in their 
path of movement Supply the meSSage Which is to be 
viewed. 
Asan alternative to the twojets 95 and 97 at the clear 

ingstation,the desired turningefect can be achieved by a 
single jet foreach disc where the jet has ageneraly rec 
tangularly shaped outlet nozzle and is Set at an angle Such 
that the moving disc is first contacted at a point well 
above its axis of rotation and then,as the disc is turned 
and the panelis moved relative to the jet,the portion of 
the jet outlet in the region of the Support becomes more 
active and the complete turningis achieved. It should be 
understood that actualy the jets 36 are Writingjets and, 
therefore,positioned along the path of travel of the panel 
Sectionsin thegeneral relative locations shown by FIG.2. 

Various modifications which fall fairly within the Spirit 
and scope of this disclosure are contemplated where they 
fall fairly within the aspects of the claims hereto ap 
pended. 

Having now described the invention whatis claimedis: 
1. In a unitfor displayingin a viewingarea inteligence 

formed upon an interconnected Series of panel elements 
each having a plurality of similar substantialy flat dis 
play members which each have mutualy distinctive and 
contrasting front and back Surface characteristics,the 
plurality of display members beingarranged in a Series of 
rows and columns on each panel,and wherein drive means 
are provided for moving the interconnected panels and 
the display members Secured thereto to bring the panel 
members in Sequence into the viewing area and wherein 
there is included means to mount the Said display mem 
bers on the panels for independent partial rotational 
movement relative to each other to provide changing 
display,the combination comprising 

means for establishing two stable rest positions Sub 
stantially 180° apart for each of the display mem 
bers, 

a first plurality of columnarly located fuidjet members 
ata clearingstation for directingfuid underpressure 
against all of the display members to orient al Said 
members initially to one similar stable position, 

a Second plurality of columnarly arrangedjet meansfor 
ejecting fuid over controlled time periods for rota 
tionally moving Selected display members into the 
Second and opposite stable position Substantialy 
180°apartfrom the positionestablished bythe clear 
ingjet means,and 

control means for selectively energizing the Second 
columnarly located jet means for rotating Selective 
ones only of said display members to the Second of 
the two Stable positions to provide for intelligence 
display by the contrasting characteristics of the So 
controlled display members relative to the remaining 
display members. 

2. The display unit claimedin claim 1 wherein each of 
the columnarly located jet means is positioned external 
to the field of view of the panel Structure. 
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3. The displayunitand control combination as claimed 
in claim 1 comprising,in addition, 
meansto position the plurality of clearing Station fuid 

jets adjacent to the movingpanels and display mem 
bers and external to the viewing area. 

4. The displayunitand control combinationas claimed 
in claim 1 comprising,in addition, 
means to position the Second plurality of columnarly 

arrangedjet means external to the display area and 
the display members and between the jets at the 
clearing station and the viewing area. 

5. The displayunitand controlcombination as claimed 
in claim I comprising,in addition, 

electromagnetic means to open and close al Of the 
columnarly located fuidjet members at the clearing 
Station Simultaneously. 

6. The displayunitand controlcombinationas claimed 
in claim 1 comprising,in addition, 

electromagnetic means connected with each of the Sec 
ond plurality of columnarly arranged jet means for 
selectively and independently opening and closing 
the jets thereby to change the orientation of the dis 
play members adjacent to the opened jets from the 
bi-stable state resultingfrom activation by the clear 
ingstationjet members to the Second bi-stable state 
thereby to represent within the viewing area Selected 
intelligence. 

7. The displayunitfordisplayinginteligence in a view 
ing area as claimedin claim 1 comprising,in addition, 

signal controlled electromagnetic means for turning the 
display members of each panel between the two bi 
stable positions thereby to produce the intelligence 
display by contrasting relationships between Selected 
display memberS. 

8. The inteligence display unit as claimed in claim 1 
comprising,in addition, 
means for controlling the fuid ejectingjet means com 

prising a fuid-tight chamber adapted to have fuid 
under preSSure above atmospheric Supplied thereto, 

jet nozzle means connected into Said chamber, 
control valve means included in the nozzle means for 

opening and closing the jet nozzle means,and 
means to control the Said valve means to release fuid 
from the chamber for conditions of valve opening 
and to close of the chamber for conditions of valve 
closure. 
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9.The unit claimed in claim 8 comprising,in addi 

tion,electromagnetic means for opening and closing the 
valve. 
10.The valve claimedin claim 9 comprising,in addi 

tion, 
an armature member connected to the valve and re 

sponsive to energization of the electromagnetic 
meansto openthe valve,and - 

means efective upon de-energization of the electro 
magnetic meansfor closingthe valve. 

11. The unit claimed in claim 9 comprising,in addi 
tion, 

an armature member connected to provide one State 
of opening and closing of the valve at times of 
energization of the electromagnetic means,and 

means efective upon de-energization of the electro 
magnetic means for providing the opposite state of 
openingand closingofthe valve. 

12. The unit claimed in claim 11 comprising,in addi 
tion,an adjustable resilient member associated with the 
armature for establishing the rate of valve cloSure upon 
de-energization of the electromagnetic means. 

13. The display unit and control combination as 
claimed in claim 1 wherein the first-named plurality of 
columnarly located fuid jet members comprises, 

a plurality of continuously operated fiuid-ejecting jet 
pairs laterally displaced one from the other and ar 
ranged substantialy so that the first jet reached by 
the moving panel projects fuid slightly above its 
Said axis of rotation to complete the 180°turning. 
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